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QUESTION 1

Which three options are available to migrate an Oracle database 12.x from an on-premises environment to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI)? 

A. Leverage OCI Storage Gateway asynchronous database migration option. 

B. Use Oracle Data Pump Export/Import to migrate the database. 

C. Configure RMAN cross-platform transportable tablespace backup sets. 

D. Setup OCI schema and data transfer tool with Bare Metal DB Systems as the target. 

E. Create a backup of your on-premises database In OCI DB Systems. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Database/Tasks/mig-onprembackup.htm 

 

QUESTION 2

You are working on the migration of the web application infrastructure of your company from on- premises 

to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. You need to ensure that the DNS cache entries of external clients will not 

direct them to the on-premises infrastructure after switching to the new infrastructure. 

Which of the following options will minimize this problem? 

A. Reduce the TTL of the DNS records after the switch. 

B. DNS changes propagate fast enough that it is not necessary to take any action. 

C. Increase the TTL of the DNS records before the switch. 

D. Increase the TTL of the DNS records after the switch. 

E. Reduce the TTL of the DNS records before the switch. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following is NOT a good use case for the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Streaming service? 

A. Meeting compliance requirements for data to remain unchanged over a long time, so that it can be retrieved for audit
purposes. 

B. Messaging with a pull-based communication model and the ability to feed multiple consumers with the same data
independently. 
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C. Ingesting metric and log data to help make critical operational data more quickly available for indexing, analysis, and
visualization. 

D. Providing a unified entry point for cloud components to report their life cycle events for audit, accounting, and related
activities. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the below options is true regarding Oracle Cloud Infrastructure\\'s load balancing service? 

A. You can dynamically change the load balancer shape to handle more incoming traffic. 

B. The public load balancer applies a floating public IP address to the primary load balancer. 

C. When you create a private load balancer, the service requires 2 or more subnets to host both the primary and
standby load balancers. 

D. A public load balancer is Availability Domain specific in scope. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You are running a legacy application in a compute instance on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). To provide enough
space for it to store internal data, a block volume is attached to the instance in paravirtualized mode. Your application is
not resilient to crash-consistent backup. What should you do to backup the block volume in a secure and cost effective
way? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Save your application data, detach the block volume and create a clone. 

B. Create a volume group, add the boot volume and then run the volume group backup. 

C. Create a backup, detach the block volume and save your application data. 

D. Save your application data, detach the block volume and create a backup. 

Correct Answer: D 
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